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Abstract

In this work, we describe the architecture of an
intelligent interface that improves the effectiveness of
full text retrieval methods through the semantic
interpretation of user’s queries in natural language
(NL). This interface comprises a user-expert module
that integrates a dynamic model of human memory
with a NL parser. This paper concentrates on the
problem of the elaboration of index patterns out of
specific cases or it/stances. The structure of the
dynamic memory of eases and parsing techniques are
also discussed.

IntrodUction.

Many researchers have focused on the study of human
memory processes to find a model to improve the way
information is stored and retrieved from computers
(Foltz, 1991). They believe that better understanding
of how human memory indexes and searches
information would facilitate the development of new
and more effective methods of building databases.
Our approach deviates from this. We try to use this
better understanding of how human memory works,
not to build new and more efficient databases, but to
build tools that will make possibly to use more
effectively pre-existent ones. The basis for this
improvement is the construction of an intelligent
interface. An interface that integrates a model of
human memory with a natural language (NL) parser.

In some database systems (DBS) the user, if he is not
an experienced one, can choose to interact with the
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computer through a human intermediary, which helps
him to find the information he wants. Interacting
with a human expert has the additional advantage that
the user does not need to learn any formal language;
however, even with human intermediaries information
retrieval of textual databases may have a very poor
performance. As an example, Blair and Maron (1985)
report on a precision index of 80% and a recall index
of less than 20% in a legal information retrieval
system.

Several researchers have discussed the possibility of
integrating an expert module in a DBS to automate
the role of the human expert (Borgman, Belkin, Croft,
Lesk, & Landauer, 1988). This has been our
approach. The interface we present here would
eliminate in most cases the need for this human
expert. In this interface a user-expert module
improves the effectiveness of the retrieval process
through the semantic interpretation of user’s natural-
language query formulations. For that reason, NL
processing capabilities are at the core of the system.
In the user-expert module NL processing capabilities
are founded on memory based parsing techniques; an
anticipated improvement of conceptual parsers
01iesbeck, 1986; Riesbeck & Schank, 1989).

In this paper, we begin with an analysis of the
process of information retrieval. This will be
followed by an overview of our system and a
discussion of the main issues motivated by the
development of the prototype: the knowledge
representation and knowledge acquisition techniques
used to model expertise; the structure and indexing of
cases in the memory model and finally the memory
based parsing techniques based on this model.

The system we have had in mind when designing our
prototype is a full-text retrieval system. A system
designed to search a file of unstructured, or partially
unstructured, textual information (Ferngndez-
Valmayor & Villarrubia, 1991). Information retrieval
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(IR) from this kind of system is to some extent more
complex than retrieval from structured databases, since
retrieval cues can be matched by many words in the
documents.
A variety of methods exist to recover information
from textual databases (Salton & McGilI, 1983).
Boolean expressions of terms used in the documents
are the most simple approach. Other more
sophisticated methods associate vectors of weighted
terms with documents (Salton, 1989). In these later
methods, documents are represented as vectors with
weighted components. User’s queries are also
represented as vectors in the same space, therefore
distance between vectors representing queries, and
documents can be computed. The documents retrieved
would be those with a distance less than a threshold
quantity as specified by the user.
The effectiveness of a retrieval system can be
evaluated in terms of the so called recall and precision
indexes. Recall index measures the proportion of
relevant documents out of all relevant documents in
the database, while precision index measures the
proportion of the recovered documents that are found
to be relevant to the user’s needs. In practice, recall
and precision indexes tend to vary inversely; i.e., very
specific query formulations retrieve few non-relevant
items but also relatively few relevant ones. Query
formulations can be altered to reach the desired recall
and precision levels, using recall-enhancing devices;
e.g., term truncation, and precision-enhancing
devices; e.g., term weighting (Salton, 1986).

System overview
The system we are working on is an interface to
existing databases. Accordingly, in designing our
system, we mainly deal with the the strategic
elaboration and verification stages of the information
retrieval process. In the first stage, the user can
express his information needs in natural language.
The user-expert module will translate these input
queries into a network of conceptual dependency
structures (CDs) that later it will use to generate
optimized retrieval cues and to make the mapping into
the specific query language of the accessed database.
Once the user has queried the system and retrieved the
information, he can inform to the system on the
appropriateness of the retrieved documents.
The two main components of the user-expert module
are a dynamic knowledge base and a NL parser. We
conceive this knowledge base as a model of human
memory that incorporates knowledge about the
database’s domain and about the context of individual
users.

The way in which the user-expert module lays
between the users and the DBS is depicted in the
diagram. From the diagram, we can see that if the
user is an expert he can interact directly with the
DBS. If the user is not an expert, then he can express
his questions in natural language. The NL interface
parses the user query building a conceptual dependency

structure (CD) that captures the meaning of the input.
Parsing of user’s input is based on prior memory
structures. In the knowledge base, the long term
memory has at its top level the dictionary used by
the conceptual parser (Dyer, 1983; Birnbaum 
Selfridge, 1981). The short term memory, also in the
knowledge base, is a list of CD structures under
construction that represents the user-computer
interaction during the session. The CD structures in
the short term memory represent both the meaning of
the input already seen, and the expectations that will
guide the parser to translate next input and to
optimize the queries.
Before it can be used, the system needs to be trained.
The difference between training and using the system
is in the way humans communicate with it. To be
sure that initially the system makes the correct
connections between words and concepts, the system
manager, or instructor, will give the system the
appropriated information in the form of CD
structures. These structures will be incorporated into
the long term memory shaping up the initial
dictionary and relations. At any time, if the system
manager detects that the system is performing poorly,
he can give the system additional information to
reinforce proper CD structures and the connections
between them. In this way, the correct links in the
long term memory structure can be partially
controlled.

Knowledge representation and
knowledge acquisition.
The first issue when designing a knowledge base is to
specify the formalism in which the part of the
universe that is to be represented in the knowledge
base is to be described. Conceptual Dependency (CD)
structures are the basic formalism we have selected to
represent information in our model. The key idea
behind CD theory is that meaning can be represented
in a canonical, language-free manner (Schank, 1972).
In our implementation a CD is composed of an
atomic head concept and a list of attribute-value (or
role-filler) pairs where values are again CD structures.
Complex events, concepts, or objects, can be
represented by means of a network of CD structures,
connected by different types of links, such as, causal,
temporal or intentional (Pazzani, 1988).
For example, we can connect a CD structure
representing the chemical element mercury as a heavy
metal used on some industrial processes, with other
CD structure representing the environmental problems
caused by the uncontrolled disposal of heavy metals.
In this manner, the user-expert module can
hypothesize that a search of information about
mercury, must include a search of documents about
contamination caused by heavy metals.
In the knowledge base, general concepts (or patterns)
are represented as a packed-CD structure (as opposed
to a network of CD structures). These structures
represent high order memory conceptualizations and
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are generally known as Memory Organization Packets
(MOP). MOPs are organized as a hierarchical and
modifiable network that index individual cases or
items of information (Schank, 1982; Kolodner 1983).

Other characteristic of our system is that most of the
knowledge in it must be acquired using its own
mechanisms and not pre-stored or hand-tailored. That
means that the system considers all external
information as cases (instances with no variables) and
that the system itself must generate using its own
learning mechanisms all the patterns that index those
casgs.

Inductive learning is the basic mechanism the system
uses to create these new patterns. To learn new
patterns, our prototype uses the empiricist algorithm
making an input pattern more general or more
specific, in response to feedback about how well that
pattern explains or classifies an instance. To make a
pattern more specific, our system indexes under the
same pattern (MOP-father), all the instances or cases
that are compatible with this MOP-father. A new
MOP is created from these events when some of them
share one or more features that are not present in the
MOP father. This new MOP is indexed as a
specialization of the MOP-father, and the events, used
to create it, are indexed under it (Kolodner, 1983;
Lebowitz, 1983).

To generalize its input, our program starts by
replacing constants by variables (Fernandez-Valmayor
& Fernandez Chamizo, 1992). SBL-vars (for
Similarity Based Learning) are used to generalize
input instances. These variables are created by the
system when two CD structures have a common slot
with values that are different, but with some possible
common characteristics. For example:

The two CDs below are two possible representations
of the chemical elements lead and mercury.
(Following the usual convention we represent CD’s
head concepts in capital letters and attribute’s names
in non-capital letters; PP stands for picture producer
following Shank’s nomenclature and SBL-variables
are written with names starting with char "/,").

(PP type INANIMATE-OBJECT
is-a CHEMICAL-ELEMENT

(PP

name MERCURY)

type INANIMATE-OBJECT
is-a CHEMICAL-ELEMENT

name LEAD)

symbol Hg
group METAL
density HIGH

symbol Pb
group METAL
density HIGH

Using the generalization process described above our
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system will obtain the following MOP-pattern:

(PP t y pe INANIMATE-OBJECT
is-a /~ IS-A symbol /,SYMBOL

group METAL
density HIGH

name /,NAME)

In this pattern, the SBL-var LNAME can match any
value in the slot ’name’, but the SBL-var LIS-A only
will match values in the slot ’is-a’ with any head
concept and attribute value pairs ’group-METAL’ and
’density-HIGH’. Thus, the system can use this pattern
to index information about all high density metals.
To create new patterns, our system uses another type
of variables; EBL-vars (for Explanation Based
Learning). These variables represent not merely 
conjunctive generalization of several instances but the
structural relation between the components of a
unique instance. For example: The CD below
describes a possible episode of water-contamination
caused by the disposal of mercury waste

(ACTION type
actor
object
from
located-in

to C4:IOJND
date 1-5-8g
result

PTRANS
CHEMICAL-WASTE-LTD.
MERCURY
FACTORY

FORESTLAND
manufacturer-of

BATTERIES
owned-by

CHEMICAL-WASTE-LTD.
located-in ALMADEN

CONTAMINATION
type WATER-

CONTAMINATION
agent MERCURY)

The EBL process will obtain the following pattern (in
this pattern EBL-vars are marked with the symbol
,,?,,):

(ACTION type PTRANS
actor ?ACTOR
object ,"K)6JECT
f r o m FACTORY

to
date 1-5-89
result
CONTAMINATION

type
agent

located-in
FORESTLAND
manufacturer-of
BATTERIES
owned-by
?ACTOR

located-in ALMADEN

WATER-CONTAMINATION
.’?OBJECT)

With this pattern the system captures the idea that the
actor of the action, that result in water contamination,
is the owner of the factory from which the object that

causes contamination comes from. Specific domain
knowledge is included in this process to deal with
attributes (or roles) with special meaning in the
domain.
Finally, our system has processes to change its ’focus
of attention’ or ’view point’ about a given
information.

In the examples above we have used to represent
mercury the CD:

(PP type INANIMATE-OBJECT
is-a CHEMICAL-ELEMENT

name MERCURY)

symbol Pig
group METAL
density HIGH

Where the "focus of attention" is the CD-head concept
’PP’. Changing the "focus of attention" to
’MERCURY’, the system obtains the following CD:

(MERCURY name-of
PP type NANIMATE-OBJECT

is-a CHEMICAL-ELEMENT symbol Hg
group METAL
density HIGH)

This CD represents the same information that the
former but now, the focus is not a generic object
(Picture Producer); the focus is MERCURY. This
process of changing the "focus of attention" of a CD
has three important consequences:
First, it makes possibly to match CDs that in other
case will not be comparable; e.g., it makes possibly
to match the CD above ’with the CD (MERCURY
<empty list of attribute- value pairs>) that appear in
the slots of the CD that describes the water-
contamination case and as a consequence to inherit the
attribute-value pairs of the former.

Second, these new ’view points’ can be re-indexed in
long term memory making new entries at the concept
dictionary at the root of the memory. For example,
changing the ’focus of attention’ of the CD that
describes mercury as a PP will create between others
the following new entries:

(MERCURY name-of PP)

(Hg symbol-of CHEMICAL-ELEMENT)

(METAL group-of CHEMICAL-ELEMENT)

In this manner, the dictionary at the root of the
memory will comprise all the terms used in the CDs
given to the system.
Finally, when it is combined with the process of
variabilization, changing the ’focus of attention’
results in patterns that express different abstractions or
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conceptualizations (although applied to the same
information). For example, if in the water-
contamination case we change the attention from
ACTION to CONTAMINATION we obtain the
following CD for the same information:

(CONTAMINATION
result-of
ACTION

date
type
agent

t y p e PTRANS
actor CHEMICAL-WASTE-LTD.
obiect MERCURY
from

FACTORY
located-in FORESTLAND
manufacturer-of BATTERIES
owned-by
CHEMICAL-WASTE-LTD.

to
located-in ALMADEN

1-5-89
WATER-CONTAMINATION
MERCURY)

When EBL and SBL processes are applied to this CD
the following pattern can be generated:

(CONTAMINATION result-of
ACTION t y p e

date
type
agent

PTRANS
actor /,ACTOR
object ?AGENT
from ~,~

manufacturer-of
BATTERIES

to
located-in

ALMADEN
/,DATE
WATER-CONTAMINATION
?AGENT)

This pattern expresses the abstraction that the
contamination is caused by an agent that is the object
translated from places where batteries are made to
ground located in Almaden (Fernandez-Valmayor 
Fernandez Chamizo, 1992)

User-expert module implementation

The NC prototype
The current implementation of the user-expert module
is based on NC, a prototype written in Allegro
Common Lisp. This prototype was first developed to
test memory organization and learning algorithms
(Fernandez-Valmayor, 1990). In NC, learning
algorithms are used to create the abstractions that
make the discrimination network that indexes all
input information. Our system uses NC to index, by
means of a network of patterns, the training cases and
the cases that result of translating user’s queries into
CDs structures.
Our working hypothesis is that some basic but
essential linguistic aspects of human memory can be
modeled using two simple guide-lines:

¯ Memory is a schematic process, in which new
information is integrated into already established
structure of patterns (Barlett, 1932).

¯ There is a small set of processes responsible for
maintaining this structure.
Memory structure and organization
From a structural perspective memory is divided into
long term memory and short term memory. The long
term memory is a sequence of trees, and the list of the
roots of these trees constitutes its root. As the system
incorporates new structures to long-term memory,
this list is reorganized adding to it the CD head values
that still are not in it. The process of changing the
’view point’ also adds new entries to memory’s root.
The nodes of the trees are the patterns that the system
creates from input CD structures. The links that
connect the trees’ nodes have a label that expresses the
difference between a child-node and its father and a
frequency value; this frequency value is augmented
each time the node is successfully accessed during a
search operation.
The leaves of the trees are the input CD structures,
these CD structures can be the outcome of the
translation of the user’s input, or the CD structures by
the system manager when training the system.
Short term memory is the sequence of CD structures
that result from the translation of user input during
the session. At the end of the session the short term
memory is subsumed into the long term memory.
Unlike the short term memory, which experiences
rapid and shifting changes, the long term memory,
though updated at the end of each session, is a more
stable representation of the domain and user’s
peculiarities.
Memory based parsing.
The information retrieval problem is deeply related
with the problem of natural language understanding.
In the past years researchers in the IR field have been
arguing that to build the next generation of
information retrieval systems, we need systems able
to extract the semantic information from both
documents and user’s queries, and that the matching of
queries and documents must be done at this semantic
level (Van Rijsbergen, 1987).
At the same time over the past years researchers in the
NL area have developed a variety of techniques for
natural language analysis (Gazdar & Melish, 1989;
Schank & Riesbeck, 1981; Riesbeck & Schank,
1989). Underlying these techniques there are different
approaches to NL processing: declarative versus
procedural, or semantic versus pure syntactically
driven parsing. However, all these approaches have in
common that they are based on a search process plus a
pattern matching analysis. What is different is the
data structure they search and the kind of patterns they
try to match. Thus in memory based parsing,
understanding is considered as the process of searching
memory for related language structures (Schank,
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1980, 1982; Martin, 1989). Memory based parsing
can be also considered as a continuation of the work
initially developed in conceptual analyzers and script
appliers.

In conceptual analysis, words are linked to
conceptualizations in a dictionary. These
conceptualizations are structures that represent the
meaning of the word and they have associated
procedural actions known as ’demons’ or ’requests’.
Conceptualizations not only have semantic meaning
but also precise syntactic knowledge; for example in
the conceptualization associated with the word "say"

(MTRANS actor X
object X
from X
t o X)

we will have in the slot ’actor’ the demon: "expect to
have already hear of the human who is performing
this act", and in the slot TO’ the demon: "expect that
the human receiving the message will be the object of
the preposition ’to’ " (Dyer, 1983).

In our approach, we try to use a more integrated and
less procedural control structure than the requests-
stack structure used in McELI (Birnbaum & Selfridge,
1981) or the working memory used in DYPAR (Dyer,
1983). In our system, the system’s dictionary is the
root of the long term memory, the list of trees’ roots;
and words in the input text are the primary cues to the
information stored under them. The strength of
associations between words and the information stored
under its corresponding entry are different and from
them the parser builds the short term memory as a

graded list of expectations (alternative patterns) for the
present input word. With this purpose, we define two
functions, the ’weight’ function and the ’activation’
function.

The parsing algorithm

To develop a parsing algorithm based on our memory
model we have to take into account three different but
deeply related issues:

¯ How traditional parsing algorithms behave and what
are the principles upon they operate.

¯ How to infer from examples the structure of the
language.

¯ How to deal with the inherent ambiguity of natural
language.

First issue. It is claimed (Tomita, 1986) that the
syntax of natural language can be realized as a context
free grammar. Moreover, semantic grammars are also
context-free phrase structure grammars in which
semantics and syntaxis is encoded in form of
productions. Many general context-free parsing
algorithms, able to handle arbitrary context-free
grammars, have been formulated. Among them, the
most well-known is Earley’s algorithm. All practical
algorithms have some similarity with Earley’s
algorithm. General parsing algorithms are like
Earley’s algorithm, in that they all construct well-
formed sub-string tables (Tomita, 1986). At any point
in its execution the parser can avoid to make
redundant analysis by looking for phrases already
recognized in its table of well-formed sub-strings.
When all the phrases of a given type are stored in the
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table there is no longer need to use the grammar.
We conceive our long term memory as a
discrimination network of patterns equivalent to a
table of well-formed sub-strings. These patterns play a
role comparable to that of the "items’ list" that
constitute the table in Earley’s algorithm (Aho
&Ullman, 1977). In our case, ’items’ are the patterns
indexed under each root’s memory entry, and the long
term memory is used by the parsing algorithm in a
way similar to that of ’traditional’ parsing algorithms,
that is we use them to alternate top-down prediction
with bottom-up production reduction (Pereira 
Shieber, 1987).
Second issue. The problem of learning a language
from a training set of sample sentences is the problem
of grammatical inference (Angluin & Smith, 1983).
In our system initial learning happens when the
instructor presents the system an initial set of CD
structures. A CD is a positive instance to be learned.
A CD is a tree structure (with labeled branches) that
we consider as equivalent to the derivation tree of the
input sentence. Thus, the system must learn the
language from structural presentation, a technique
used by pattern recognition researchers to aid
grammatical inference. As we have seen above,
parsing algorithms only need to use the grammar to
build the well-formed sub-string table, so our problem
is not to infer the grammar but to built the equivalent
of the well-formed sub-string table. That is what the
implemented learning mechanisms do.

Third issue. Usually natural language grammars are
ambiguous; a sentence can have multiple parses. In
the case where there exists two or more possible
parses, it is not acceptable for a practical natural
language parser to produce only one arbitrary parse.
All possible parses should be produced and stored
somewhere for later disambiguation. When inferring a
grammar we have another source of ambiguity: the
same language may be generated by several different
grammars. Thus, the question ’which grammar will
the system learn?’ arise.
As we have seen what our system does is to build the
equivalent of the parsing list of items needed to parse
the input sentence. So if there are different underlying
grammars in the training CDs instances the well-
formed sub-string table will correspond with more
than one grammar. Therefore, when searching the
memory it will be founded expectations that
correspond not only to different parses in the same
grammar but to parses in different grammars.
What follows is an outline of how the parsing of an
input proceeds:
1- System initializes short term memory
2- It searches for the first word in the input in the
operational memory. It makes active the patterns
under it by putting them in the short term memory.
3- The activated patterns generate expectations about
words that would be seen next in the input. These

expectations will be tested against the patterns
activated by the following word input. Active patterns
in short term memory not compatibles with
following words in the input are discharged.

4- If it doesn’t find the word, it leaves a hole for that
word in the short term memory and proceeds with
next input word.

Conclusions and future work.

In this paper we have seen that a human memory
model is not a good candidate to replace actual
database models. Its potential lies in its merit to
model a human expert that helps the user to formulate
better queries.

Natural language processing capabilities are at the
core of the system described here. The focus of our
paper has been to develop further memory based
parsing techniques. If we compare the techniques we
use in our system with previous work, we can say
that what we have made is to substitute the static
dictionary (which guides the parsing) and much of its
hand-tailored procedural knowledge by a dynamic
structure and a set of generic processes.
Learning patterns of well-formed sub-strings from
positive examples has been the other focal point of
our paper. The representation scheme and learning
mechanisms described here can be considered close to
those of Winston’s learning blocks world concepts, as
they are described in Michalski, Carbonell & Micheli
(1983). The CD network used in our system and the
semantic network used by Winston are similar, but
in our system the network of concepts and relations is
more homogeneous and it is processed in a less hand-
crafted way. The general process that in our system
changes the ’point of view’ over a CD can be
considered related to the negative-satellite links used
by Wiston, but in our case this is not a particular
information introduced by the user, but a general
process that expands the learning power of the
system.
Other question that has been arisen is the need to
compare the representational power of CDs structures
with logic formulas. External links between CDs and
slot names can be thought as two-argument predicates
but in our system we have also incorporated logic
operators (’or’, ’and’, ’not’) as links that are processed
in a special manner by functions like the function that
changes the focus of attention.
Textual analysis of accurately retrieved information
can be the next goal to improve the context in which
user questions and comments must be interpreted.
Evaluation of text-analysis technologies has
demonstrated that text-analysis techniques,
incorporating natural language-processing, are more
effective than traditional information-retrieval
techniques based on statistical classification when
applications require structured representations of the
information present in texts (Lehnert & Sundheim,
1991)
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